Am. Can. Ch. Sirhan Kaissack

Dog, White and gold-sable
Whelped December 11, 1964
Bred by Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Benbow

Owner: Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Benbow
South Stukely, QC

Three Canadian BIS, many group placings. Sire of US and Canadian champions.

Sasha’s Sensation
Am. & Can. Ch. Topaze
Alcyone Delvos

Ch. Yelmorb Kolchak
Sophia
Atlas
Princess Sylvia of Millvale

Curio of Fortrouge
Can. Ch. Kuban’s Kuzma, CD (Eng. imp.)
Kuban’s Mantilla of Yof

Am. Can. Ch. Antigone of Tyree
Can. Ch. Prunella of Fortrouge (Eng. imp.)
Marcellus of Fortrouge
Winjones Radonga